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Abstract

The work of BIPV system usually measured by its fficiency. In order to make higher efficiency,
effort should be taken to rise electricity output and to reduce electricity demand. Electricity
output generized by BIPV depends on the amount ofsolar radiation received by PV panel.
There are somefactors affect the amount of radiation receiyed. One of them is the tilt angle and
the orientation angle of PV panel. This reseorch try to rise electricity output by collaborating
this factor with orientation principle in folding concept. The collaborqtion results in bigger
surface areq to receive radiation. Experiment with simulation as it tools will be used as
research method to get the optimal configuration of Folding-BIPV. Meanwhile, the reducement
of electricity demand will be described in relation with users behaviour, both individual
behaviour and communal behaviour. As the object taken in this research is an ffice building,
communal behaviour will take more impact to reduce energl demand. Policies and strategies
related to energy efficiency made by central operational mqnagement in ffice building will
contro I communal behoviour.
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1. Introduction
Energy production commonly described as separated part from the built

environment, with large scale power generation, and located some distance from the end
user (Pitt, 200+1ltl. These cause a number of consequences, such as the lost of energy
used in distribution progress and low awareness of the user from effects of the use to
pollution, damage to local ecology, and intrusion into the landscape. Facing those kind
of issues, architects are concerned to make a new concept of building design which can
maximize the use of renewable energy, reduce energy demand, as well as being the
energy source itselfwhich can produce energy in the nearest place to the end user.

Energy generation (heat or electricity) by individual buildings or small groups
of buildings at the small scale can be defined as microgeneration. Microgeneration
creates opportunities that bridges the divide between supply and demand, and also
opportunities for co--nsumers to become more aware of their energy use and its impacts,
(Bahaj et aL,2006)[2]. Previous study of microgeneration and user behaviour in the UK
domestic sector reported an estimated 6% reduction in overall electricity use and
evidence was seen of an increase in general energy awareness and the use of efficient
lighting (Keirstead, 2007)t't. This proves that users are no longer restricted to being


